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Abstract 

 
We present an energy-efficient method for Indoor/Outdoor detection on smartphones. The creation of an accurate 

environmental exposure detection method enables crucial advances to a number of health sciences, which seek to 

model patients’ environmental exposure. In a field trial, we collected data from multiple smartphone sensors, along 

with explicit indoor/outdoor labels entered by participants. Using this rich dataset, we evaluate multiple classification 

models, optimized for accuracy and low energy consumption. Using all sensors, we can achieve 99% classification 

accuracy. Using only a subset of energy-efficient sensors we achieve 92.91% accuracy. We systematically quantify 

how subsampling can be used as a trade-off for accuracy and energy consumption. Our work enables researchers to 

quantify environmental exposure using commodity smartphones. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We present an energy-efficient method for Indoor/Outdoor detection on smartphones. Developing an accurate 

detection method enables crucial advances to a number of health sciences which seek to model patients’ 

environmental exposure [29]. In general, because the air quality varies substantially between indoor and outdoor 

settings [3], accurate longitudinal measurements from smartphones could provide valuable scientific evidence for a 

number of disciplines. For instance, epidemiologists are interested in quantifying environmental exposure during the 

pollen season to better understand its effect on allergies and asthma [16]. Quantifying the environmental exposure of 

pregnant women can lead to better understanding of the link between pollution and birth size [35], infant intelligence 

[36], cognitive development [6], and the advancement of puberty [18].  

Many such studies rely on self-reported questionnaires to quantify environmental exposure, which may be 

unreliable and inconsistent as users may forget to report. Since people tend to carry their smartphone on a daily basis 

[13], an automated longitudinal monitoring technique on smartphones is affordable, easier to automate, and can 

greatly improve existing methodologies for quantifying environmental exposure. 

Previous research on fingerprinting and localisation techniques can potentially be used for Indoor/Outdoor 

detection. For example, such techniques can be used to extrapolate environmental exposure, provided that an 

environmental mapping is available that characterises each particular location as indoor or outdoor. Similarly, activity 

recognition can be used to extrapolate environmental exposure. This would require a reliable mapping between the 

specific activity that is detected, and its associated environmental exposure. Location-based services can also be used, 

assuming a reliable mapping between a specific service that is launched and its associated environmental exposure.  

However, using such techniques for indoor/outdoor detection is challenging because it requires instrumentation of 

the environment (e.g., by installing beacons or tags), or an a priori mapping of the environment. On the other hand, in 

our work we seek to provide an energy-efficient Indoor/Outdoor detection on commodity smartphones.  

We present a study where we collected sensor data from several participants, and simultaneously collected 

ground-truth indoor/outdoor labels from an independent handset. We tackle indoor/outdoor detection of a mobile user 

as a classification problem, and we balance the trade-off between power consumption and prediction accuracy for 

quantifying environmental exposure. Previous work has noted that energy efficiency can be increased by relying on 

lightweight smartphone sensors and subsampling. However, it remains unclear what is the tradeoff with the accuracy 

of the system. Our work seeks to quantify environmental exposure using smartphones, and consider both prediction 

accuracy and energy efficiency.  

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II starts with an overview of previous approaches for 

localisation, activity recognition, location-based services and environmental exposure measurement techniques. 

Section III describes our experiment, our measurements and systematic approach to quantify environmental exposure 

from smartphones’ sensor data. Section IV describes the data analysis and feature selection for our detection models 

and Section V provides an exhaustive evaluation of such models: lower energy consumption vs higher prediction 

accuracy vs features required. Section VI frames our work within literature and demonstrates potential applications of 

our model in practice. Section VII concludes our manuscript. 



  

 

2. RELATED WORK 

While very little work has explicitly addressed the measurement of environmental exposure using smartphones there 

is a substantial literature on localisation techniques for mobile technologies, and how they can be used in indoor and 

outdoor settings [10]. While these techniques do not explicitly address environmental exposure, they can be used for 

such purposes provided that a mapping is available to characterise locations as indoor or outdoor.  

 Localisation  2.1

A variety of fingerprinting and localisation techniques have been reported in literature. These techniques can be used 

to extrapolate environmental exposure, provided that an environmental mapping is available to characterise each 

particular location as indoor or outdoor. For instance, localisation via tagging or fingerprinting can be used to infer a 

device’s environment.  One such approach is the use of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [31] or Bluetooth tags 

[33], whereby tags are placed in known positions in the environment and can be used as a frame of reference to infer 

the position of the user, and ultimately environmental exposure. A participatory sensing approach can also be used to 

train the classification model [47], thus alleviating bootstrapping issues in such methods.  Quite often, indoor 

localisation uses Received Signal Strength (RSS) as a metric for location fingerprinting [15,20,46,50]. RSS 

fingerprints are then mapped to relative spatial coordinates which are geographically connected to user movement 

paths. For example, Borealis used WiFi RSS for outdoor localization via fingerprinting [52], and systems such as 

LocataNet show how bootstraping issues can be addressed by autonomously propagating the positioning network in a 

variety of environments [7].  

While many localisation techniques are implemented as a replacement for GPS, often GPS is still used in 

localisation. For example, a wireless mobile indoor/outdoor tracking system was designed to track the absolute 

position of all nodes in a network [30]. The system uses GPS when the signal is available, and Radio Frequency (RF) 

otherwise. Similarly, uLocate performs indoor location tracking by incorporating a WiFi and GPS sensing [11]. The 

system is efficient in monitoring daily movements and location behavior of elder disabled people who have serious 

health issues.  

In environments where WiFi is sparse, research has shown that incorporating user movement activity from 

accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope smartphone sensors, along with WiFi fingerprinting, can provide robust 

localisation [48]. This approach uses Bayesian filters to detect movement and estimate direction changes. 

Additionally, localisation can be performed in instrumented environments. For example, the use of non-invasive 

audio has been proposed for localisation [25]. Such an acoustic indoor positioning system can be compatible with 

smartphones and requires synchronized acoustic beacons to be installed in the environment.  

Systems that are used for indoor navigation can also be used to extrapolate environmental exposure. For example, 

real time indoor navigation on smartphones is feasible by using accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer and WiFi 

sensor data [9]. This approach uses WiFi fingerprinting, geomagnetic fingerprinting and map matching for indoor 

navigation. In such settings, it is also possible to incorporate the use of a barometer [24], to provide accurate elevation 

measurement without special infrastructure. 

 Activity recognition  2.2

A number of projects have implemented activity recognition, which can be used to extrapolate environmental 

exposure. This assumes that there can be a reliable mapping between the specific activity that is detected, and its 

associated environmental exposure. For example, SurroundSense can perform activity recognition using 

fingerprinting of ambient sound, light and color measured using the microphone and camera [5]. In this case, the 

system uses a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to infer the activity of the user. The Jigsaw sensing engine 

uses continuous sensing for activity recognition on smartphones [27]. It uses accelerometer, microphone and periodic 

GPS sensing to infer user activity by incorporating a J48 tree-based classifier.  

Semi-Supervised learning has been used to detect activity from cell signal, light and magnetic field sensors [38]. 

This approach uses a semi-supervised co-training model based on Naive Bayes classifier which proved to be efficient 

on both accuracy and energy consumption. In this case, the authors explicitly avoid the use of GPS due to its high-

energy cost. A similarly energy-aware approach is the SenseLess system [8], which is able to dynamically choose the 

most energy efficient smartphone sensors for activity recognition. 



   

 

 Location-Based Services 2.3

A substantial literature on Location-Based Services exists, which can also be used to extrapolate environmental 

exposure. This assumes that there can be a reliable mapping between a specific service that is launched, and its 

associated environmental exposure. For instance, Indoor Location Based Services (LBS) have been proposed with the 

use of ultrasonic signal acquisition [23]. Such a system is based on a microcontroller which exploits context 

transmitted by ultrasonic beacons placed on the ceilings of the buildings, and Bluetooth smartphone sensor for indoor 

tracking. Similarly, smartphone logs have been used for location recognition and prediction [12]. The system uses 

machine learning techniques in order to infer the user movement activity by incorporating k-Nearest Neighbors and 

Decision Trees classifiers as well as Hidden Markov Models. The models are applied on data collected from GPS and 

WiFi sensing. 

 Environmental exposure on smartphones 2.4

The literature on localisation, activity recognition, and location-based services does not explicitly attempt to quantify 

environmental exposure on smartphones. As a result, these methods are not ideal because they either require 

instrumentation of the environment (e.g., by installing beacons or tags), or an a priori mapping of the environment 

which may not always be available.  

However, some projects have attempted to infer environmental exposure, and react to the user being present in an 

indoor or outdoor setting. For example, Ouchi & Doi [34] report on a system that incorporates an indoor and outdoor 

activity recognition engine. This system switches between indoor or outdoor engine based on the availability of GPS 

signal, and therefore makes that assumption that when GPS is available, the user is outdoors. The paper does not 

provide a detailed assessment on the accuracy of this assumption.  Similarly, a lifelog system correlated user position, 

activity, and experience to detect and predict user behaviour [28]. This system switches between indoor activity 

detection and outdoor activity detection based on the availability of GPS signal or Bluetooth beacons, and thus 

requires instrumentation of the environment.  

Some projects have explicitly quantified environmental exposure on smartphones. For instance, IODetector is an 

Android application that recognises the current environment state by incorporating light sensor, magnetometer, and 

cell tower signal strength [21]. The prediction accuracy of this model is 85%, and is relatively energy efficient as GPS 

is discarded. Researchers have also shown how GPS can be used to infer environmental exposure when coupled with 

a magnetometer [32] or a light sensor [49] with prediction accuracy of 96.5% and 90%, respectively.  

An important shortcoming of work that has explicitly considered environmental exposure is the limited attention 

paid to energy efficiency. Energy gains can be achieved by relying on lightweight smartphone sensors [51], however 

it is not clear what is the trade-off with the accuracy of the system. Similarly, it is possible to reduce the duty cycle of 

sensors to save energy [51], however it is not clear what the impact will be on the accuracy of the system.  

Furthermore, an important limitation is that ground-truth (i.e., whether a user is actually indoors or outdoors) has 

been typically collected through user labelling on the same phone that does the environmental sensing during the 

experiment. This can be problematic since user labelling may affect the collected sensor data, and therefore introduce 

bias in the analysis.  

To summarise, literature on activity recognition in indoor settings typically uses lightweight sensors and avoids 

GPS. Activity recognition research that operates in both indoor and outdoor settings uses GPS to detect indoor vs. 

outdoor settings, and results in high energy consumption. Additionally, some methods use subsampling to save 

power. In our work, we aim for high accuracy and high energy efficiency in indoor/outdoor detection, by identifying a 

subset of sensors that optimise those requirements. In addition, we explicitly consider the impact of subsampling on 

energy consumption and accuracy. 

3. EXPERIMENT 

 Data collection 3.1

We collect data from multiple smartphone sensors, and simultaneously collect ground-truth user-provided label data 

with another smartphone. The sensors we consider are:  

 Activity context is provided by Google’s Activity Recognition API and provides the user’s physical activity 

context. Logged every 5 minutes. 



  

 
 Barometric pressure is logged at 5 Hz. Barometric pressure data is collected since buildings may have a controlled 

environment, which regulates the pressure inside the building to be either positive or negative, depending on the 

yearly season and the height of the building. This context can be used to infer the indoor/outdoor setting of the 

user.  

 The amount of ambient light is collected through the light sensor. The sun provides up to about 100,000 lux [39], 

indoor lighting provides between 300 and 750 lux [19,22], and the moon between 0.27–1.0 lux under a clear sky 

[39].  

o The phone may be in a pocket, thus obstructing the light sensor. This is addressed by collecting data 

from the proximity sensor, which is often physically adjacent to light sensor. Data was collected 

every time a change occurs (i.e., a binary value which denotes “close” or “distant”). 

o Clouds can significantly affect the reading. This can be addressed by using publicly available APIs 

that provide cloud coverage data (0 being no clouds and 100 being completely clouded), given the 

user’s location, captured every 5 minutes. 

o Time of day can significantly affect the amount of ambient light. We divide the day into certain 

parts of varying expected light: Day, Night and Twilight. Twilight was used both for sunrise and 

sunset since they have the same amount of light. The times of sunrise and sunset were calculated 

using the algorithm provided by the Almanac for Computers [1,40] given the date, time and 

geolocation of the phone.  

 GSM signal strength is collected for both the active tower and neighbouring towers, every time the phone 

connects to a new GSM tower. When moving from outdoors to indoors (or visa versa), the GSM signal strength 

abruptly changes due to building walls [21]. 

 Accelerometer data is collected at 5 Hz. We include accelerometer data to account for the stochastic dependences 

of the acceleration with the other data. Our hypothesis is that having minimal or maximal values of acceleration 

can help detect if the user is either indoor or outdoor. 

 Magnetometer variance data is collected at 5 Hz. Magnetometers are sensitive to disturbances caused by 

electronics, magnets and metals [26]. Our hypothesis is that more magnetic disturbance is detected indoors than 

when outdoors. 

 Ambient noise levels are recorded using the microphone, specifically both decibel levels and frequency. Sound 

acoustics are different between indoors and outdoors environments. The software listens for 30 seconds, every 

five minutes and is processed with AWARE's Ambient Noise Plugin [4]. 

 The number of active GPS satellites is recorded. GPS needs to have a direct line of sight between the satellite and 

the phone’s antenna. For indoors, the number of visible satellites is lower than outdoors. We log one GPS entry 

every five minutes. We wait for a first fix up to 40 seconds. This was intended to give the phone a chance to get a 

fix on the satellites, but also avoid spending too much time to find satellites when they are unreachable (i.e., 

when indoors). If the location of the user is determined by the GPS, then we store and used this last known 

location when logging cloud coverage and the day’s period.  

 Screen status data is recorded by listening to event broadcasts by Android. Our hypothesis is that there is a 

difference in phone usage between indoor and outdoor settings [17,37,45]. 

 The number of visible WiFi APs is recorded every 5 minutes. Our hypothesis is that there is a difference on the 

amount of visible WiFi AP when indoors and outdoors. 

 Experiment Design 3.2

Our participants used their personal Android smartphones as the primary device for data collection. In addition, we 

gave participants a “labelling” device: a secondary smartphone to record when they entered indoors or outdoors. The 

labelling data was transmitted via Bluetooth to the primary phone for storage. This was a necessary inconvenience to 

participants, as we minimise potential sensor sampling bias on the primary device, i.e., using the primary phone for 

labelling would entail taking it out of their pocket, shifting its orientation, and generally affecting many of the sensor 

readings.  

The secondary phone ran a single labelling application (Fig. 1). It enabled users to indicate whether they have 

moved to an indoor or outdoor setting, and more precisely to indicate if this happened “Now,” “1 min ago” or “5 mins 

ago” to provide the labelling of transitions even if they had forgotten. Finally, the participants’ primary phone showed 

a reminder during the experiment, remaining always visible (Fig. 2). 



   

 
The notification showed the most recent label that the participant had indicated (“indoor”/”outdoor”) and also 

provided labelling options. During briefing, participants were instructed on how to deal with certain ambiguous 

settings. Specifically, we asked them to label buses and cars as “indoors,” and balconies as “outdoors.” In addition, 

we asked them to label all indoor/outdoor transitions they made, and to be consistent in how they label ambiguous 

settings. 
 

  
Fig. 1. Graphical user interface on the secondary phone. Fig. 2. Notification to label data. 

Participants were recruited for a one-day deployment each, and asked to explore their urban space at home and 

work. This allowed us to maximise the variation within individual datasets, while also minimise the burden on each 

participant. During debriefing, we individually discussed with the participants the logged transitions, and recalled the 

places and activities associated with each transition. 

In addition, we collected an “extreme use-case” dataset, used to test our prediction model. This independent 

dataset is intended to pose a challenge to our predictive model, and we expect our model to perform poorly in this 

dataset. Specifically, we collected data from a windowless basement, from indoors locations near big windows and 

glass walls, in an urban canyon (outdoor yard surrounded by very tall walls). We also collect data by repeatedly 

transitioning between an indoor and outdoor location, once every 30 seconds. All extreme cases were collected under 

two settings: with the smartphone either in a pocket or in hand. For each condition (e.g., indoor, outdoor), we 

collected data for a total of 30 minutes, 20 minutes for repeated transitions. Lastly, we collect data from an altogether 

different country and city. 

 Data treatment and coding 3.3

The collected data was treated and coded as follows:  

 Activity data was coded as: 0 (in vehicle), 1 (bicycle), 2 (on foot), 3 (still), 4 (unknown), and 5 (tilting). This data 

is calculated through Google’s Activity Recognition API which uses low power sensors [2]. 

 Barometric pressure data was not treated. The values of this feature range from 997 to 1009 mBar.  

 Ambient luminance data was not treated. The values of this feature range from 0 to 10000 lux.  

 Proximity data was coded as: 0 (obscured), and 1 (not obscured).  

 Cloud coverage data was not treated. The values are continuous from 0 to 100%. In cases where a recent location 

fix was not available, the value of this feature is exceptionally set to 0.  

 Time of day data was coded as: 1 (twilight), 2 (night), 3 (day) and -1 (unknown if no location fix is available).  

 GSM signal strength data was not coded. The values of this feature range from 0 to 31 asu. Note that the 

relationship between asu and dBm is: 1 dBm = -113 + 2*asu, which means that 0 asu is -113 dBm or less, and 31 

asu means -51 dBm or greater. 

 GSM neighboring towers signal strength was treated as follows. We computed the average signal strength of all 

the towers that are visible to the smartphone. The values of this feature range between  -121 and 10 dBm. 

 Accelerometer data was not treated. The values of this feature range from 0.01 to 10.67 m/s
2
. It does not include 

the force of gravity.  



  

 
 Magnetometer variance data was treated as follows. We calculate the variance in the magnetometer data on each 

axis (x, y, z) using an 18-second sliding window [21]. In addition, we calculate the total average by summing 

variance of each axis. The values of this feature range from 1 to 9000 in μT
2
.  

 Ambient noise data was not treated. The values of this feature range from 13 to 56 decibels.  

 Noise frequency data was not treated. The values of this feature range from 8 to 310 Hz.  

 Visible GPS satellites data was not treated, and ranges from 0 to 13 satellites.  

 Screen status data was coded as: 0 (off), 1 (on), 2 (locked), 3 (unlocked). 

 WiFi AP data was not treated, and ranges from 0 to 22 APs.  

 Indoor/outdoor labels were coded as follows: 0 (indoor), 1 (outdoor).  

Due to the variety of sampling frequencies, we further processed all data to upsample or downsample it to 1 Hz. 

Downsampling is achieved by averaging, while upsampling is achieved by replicating the last known value, both 

common data treatment techniques.  

Our power consumption values are estimates provided by Qualcomm’s Trepn Power Profiler [42]. We used an LG 

Nexus 5 that is a Snapdragon device and is fully supported by Trepn’s hardware instrumentation. We used the same 

device in all our power consumption measurements to avoid any potential hardware variation bias. We first establish 

the baseline power consumption when idle. We then subtract this baseline from the estimated power consumption 

when each sensor is activated individually by our software, over a 20-minute period as a baseline (Table I). 

 
Table I 

Characteristics of the extracted features 

Feature Power (mW) Range Unit 

Activity 61.74 {0,...,5} Net number 

Barometric Pressure 96.48 [997,1009] mBar 

Ambient luminance 15.30 [0,10000] lux 

Proximity 14.10 {0,1} Net number 

Cloud coverage 67.39 [0,100] % 

Time of day 40.85 {-1,...3} Net number 

Gsm signal strength 25.42 [0,31] asu 

Gsm neighbouring towers signal strength 25.42 [-121,10] dBm 

Accelerometer 86.31 [0.01,10.67] m/s
2
 

Magnetometer variance 77.49 [1,9000] μT
2
 

Ambient Noise 40.37 [13,56] decibel 

Noise frequency 40.37 [8,310] Hz 

Active satellites 59.18 {0,...,13} Net number 

Screen status 0.75 {0,...,3} Net number 

Number of WiFi APs 33.64 {0,...,22} Net number 

4. ANALYSIS 

We approach indoor/outdoor detection of a mobile user as a classification problem. To classify the environmental 

context of the user, we build a model which accepts as input the contextual features shown in Table I, and outputs a 

class attribute which is the Indoor/Outdoor feature. To assess the efficiency of our classification model we introduce 

two evaluation accuracy metrics. The first metric is the prediction accuracy p defined as 

𝑝 =
𝑡𝑝 +  𝑡𝑛

𝑡𝑝 + 𝑓𝑝 + 𝑡𝑛 + 𝑓𝑛
 

(1) 

where 𝑡𝑝 is true positives, 𝑡𝑛 is true negatives, 𝑓𝑝 is false positives, and 𝑓𝑛 is false negatives. In addition, a 

confidence interval is calculated for p, using a binomial test experiment. This is computed using as input the values 

p’s numerator, denominator, and p itself. The second metric is transition accuracy v of the classification model and it 

is defined as 

𝑣 =
𝑒

𝑎
 

(2) 



   

 
where e is the number of estimated transitions, and a is the actual number of transitions between indoor and 

outdoor locations. This metric evaluates the movement behaviour of the user with regards to their moving profile 

from indoors to outdoors and vice versa. The transitions are considered a net number. Finally, our analysis initially 

considers the complete dataset, and then we iteratively apply increasing subsampling to determine its effect on 

accuracy. 

5. RESULTS 

A total of 11 participants (6 male) were recruited (average age 27). In total, we collected 388 hours of data (97,498 

data points), spanning a physical area of 81 sq. km. We recorded 214 labels from participants (112 indoor). Those 

labels were indicated as 156 “now”, 36 “1 minute ago”, 22 “5 minutes ago.” During debriefing participants confirmed 

using their phones in a naturalistic manner, for example to make calls both indoors and outdoors, both with and 

without a headset. In addition, some biked outdoors, hiked, and took the bus during the experiment. 

 Model 1: Indoor/outdoor classification 5.1

For our classification and analysis, we used the Weka Machine Learning Toolbox in R. We experimented with a 

variety of available models, and J48 which is a Weka implementation of C4.5 proved to outperform other models. 

Hence, we report this classifier as our experimental classification model. Model 1 uses all available features, and is 

validated with a 10-fold cross validation test. Our treated dataset had a frequency of 1Hz. We then performed 

subsampling on our data using steps of 2 to 100. For example, subsampling of 10 means that we only retain 1 record 

every 10 seconds. In Fig. 3 (top-left), we show the prediction accuracy (p) and confidence interval of our classifier 

model. When not performing subsampling, the prediction accuracy is 99%, meaning that at any given moment the 

system is able to infer its surroundings with such accuracy. When subsampling, this value can drop to less than 40%. 

In Fig. 3 (top-right) we present the results for transition accuracy (v).  When not performing subsampling, the 

transition accuracy is 100%, meaning that instances of transitions to an indoor or outdoor setting are all correctly 

identified. When subsampling, this value can drop to 0%. 

 Model 2: feature selection 5.2

Model 1 performs very well, but uses all features as input, and hence is not optimal in terms of energy consumption. 

Therefore, we performed feature selection to identify a smaller set of features which require fewer hardware sensors, 

and potentially reduce power consumption on smartphones. We experimented with multiple Weka feature selection 

algorithms and we achieved the best results with the Consistency Subset Evaluation model enhanced by Genetic 

Search.  

After applying this feature selection model, the predictive attributes are reduced to: (1) Activity, (2) Barometric 

Pressure, (3) Ambient Luminance, (4) Accelerometer, (5) Magnetometer Variance and (6) Number of WiFi Access 

Points. Subsequently, we input these predictive attributes to a J48 classifier and we observed that the overall accuracy 

is comparable to that of Model 1.  

We validate this model with a 10-fold cross validation test. Again, we performed subsampling as reported earlier. 

In Fig. 3 (middle), we show the prediction accuracy (p) which is 98.44% when not performing subsampling. When 

subsampling, this value can drop to less than 40%. We also show the results for transition accuracy (v). When not 

performing subsampling, the transition accuracy is 100%, meaning that instances of transitions to an indoor or 

outdoor setting are identified correctly. When subsampling, this value can drop to 0%. 

 Model 3: energy efficient attributes 5.3

The features used in Model 2 are chosen to maximise prediction accuracy. However, this does not explicitly consider 

the energy consumption of those features. To optimise power consumption, we further experimented by removing 

energy-intensive attributes from Model 2, to produce a heuristic model which is based on both high prediction 

accuracy and low power consumption.  

This leads to Model 3, which uses the following predictive attributes: (1) Activity, (2) Ambient Luminance, and 

(3) Number of WiFi Access Points. Subsequently, we input these predictive attributes to a J48 classifier and we 

observed that the overall accuracy is comparable to Models 1 and 2. We validate this model with a 10-fold cross 

validation test. Again, we performed subsampling as reported earlier.  



  

 
In Fig. 3 (bottom) we show the prediction accuracy (p) which is 92.91% when not performing subsampling, and  

can drop to less than 60% when subsampling. The results for transition accuracy (v) show that it is 100% without 

subsampling, and can drop to 0% when subsampling. 

 Energy Consumption versus Prediction Accuracy 5.4

Our work explicitly attempts to balance the trade-off between energy consumption and prediction accuracy for 

quantifying environmental exposure. While some previous work has noted that that energy efficiency can be 

increased by relying on lightweight smartphone sensors and subsampling [51], it is not clear what is the trade-off with 

the accuracy of the system. We have quantified how reducing the duty cycle of sensors can impact the accuracy of the 

system (Fig. 4) and reduce energy (Fig. 5).  
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Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy of Models 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom).                                                                                                                            

The associated 95% confidence intervals are also shown. Sampling rates in Hz. 

  
Fig. 4. Prediction accuracy of Models 1, 2, 3 and subsampling rate 1-

100 (Hz). 

Fig. 5. Energy consumption (mW) of Models 1, 2, 3 and subsampling 

rate 1-100. 

 

 

To estimate the energy consumption (Fig. 5), Qualcomm’s Trepn Power Profiler [42,43] is used, which provides the 

battery power consumption in mW. The profiler was set to collect data every 100 ms, following the software best 

practices [42]. To cycle through all our subsampling rates from 1 to 100, our software turned on and off the sensors 

according to the desired sampling rate for a period of 5 minutes. After this period, the subsampling rate was 

incremented by 1, and the procedure was repeated accordingly. 

 Model 1: we profiled the power consumption of simultaneously sensing barometric pressure, ambient light, 

acceleration and magnetic variance. The magnetometer is only turned on and off for subsampling rates greater 

than 18, since we require an 18-second window of magnetic variance. Because the remaining sensors of Model 1 

are only recorded every 5 minutes in our deployment, we added to our power measurements the respective values 

from Table I.  

 Model 2: we profiled the power consumption of simultaneously sensing barometric pressure, ambient light, 

acceleration and magnetic variance. The magnetometer is only turned on and off for subsampling rates greater 

than 18, since we require an 18-second window of magnetic variance. Because the remaining sensors of Model 2 

are only recorded every 5 minutes in our deployment, we added to our power measurements the respective values 

from Table I.  
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 Model 3: measurements included only the ambient luminance sensor. Because the remaining sensors of Model 3 

are only recorded every 5 minutes in our deployment, we added to our power measurements the respective values 

from Table I. 

 Extreme cases results 5.5

We tested Model 3, which is our proposed model for quantifying environmental exposure, against the extreme cases 

dataset we recorded independently of our participants.  

This dataset was not used in training any of our models. The extreme cases consisted of 6 scenarios (basement, near 

window, urban canyon, rapid transitions in/out, different country). In most scenarios, there were 2 conditions: having 

the phone in the pocket or holding it in hand. Model 3 was evaluated against these scenarios without training and with 

training (using a 10-fold cross validation test), as shown in Table II. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table II 

Summary of Model 3 prediction accuracy for the extreme cases dataset 

Setting Position of 
phone 

Prediction accuracy 
without training 

(%) 

Prediction accuracy 
with training (%) 

Basement 
Pocket 24.86 100 

Hand 43.55 93.33 
Near big 
windows 

Pocket 34.96 100 
Hand 14.09 91.23 

Urban 
canyon 

Pocket 81.68 98.99 
Hand 100 100 

In & Out 
Pocket 52.41 62.89 
Hand 47.92 88.35 

Different 
country 

Mixed 
42.22 95.30 

 

 

 Comparison with other models 5.6

The performance of our models is shown in Table III, along with the performance of models reported in previous 

work. The energy consumption estimations are calculated by considering which sensors are used in each approach 

and their respective power needs (in Table I), and assuming no subsampling takes place. Our work is directly 

comparable to a handful of previous work that explicitly quantifies environmental exposure. Indicatively, we estimate 

that a patient’s exposure is misclassified for 1 day per each person-year of observation with Models 1 and 2, and 14 

days with Model 3.  
 

Table III 

Comparative assessment of environmental exposure methods 

Approach Accuracy 
(%) 

Error 
(days/year) 

Energy (mW) Sensors used 

Model 1 99 0.8 680.76 All in Table I 

Model 2 98.44 1.0 370.96 Activity 
Barometer 

Ambient luminance 
Accelerometer 
Magnetometer 



   

 
WiFi 

Model 3 92.91 14.2 110.68 Activity 
Ambient luminance 

WiFi 

IODetector [21] 85 54.6 218.62 Acceleration 
Proximity 

Ambient Light 
GSM signal strength 

Magnetometer 

Okamoto & Chen [32] 86.1 - 96.5 12.8 136.67 GPS 
Magnetometer 

Xu et al. [49] 90 36.5 >211 GPS 
Camera 

Ambient luminance 
WiFi 

GSM signal strength 
Magnetometer 

 

 

For completeness, in Table IV and V, we include additional activity recognition and localisation techniques, even 

though they are not directly comparable. These can be used to extrapolate environmental exposure assuming that a 

reliable mapping exists between location (or activity) and environmental exposure. 

 

 
Table IV 

Comparative assessment of activity recognition methods 

Activity recognition 

methods 

Accuracy (%) Error (days per person-
year of observation) 

[27] 84 58.4 

[38] 92.33 28 

[34] 90 36.5 

[23] 90 36.5 

 
 

Table V 

Comparative assessment of localization methods 

Localisation 

methods 

Accuracy 
(%) 

Error (days per person-
year of observation) 

[47] 75 91.2 
[32] 87.2 46.7 
[5] 87 47.5 

[20] 89 40.2 
[52] 80 73 
[24] 75 91.3 
[12] 95.5 - 98 7.3 - 16.4 
[14] 84 58.4 
[41] 94.87 18.7 
[15] 80 - 90 36.5 - 73 
[51] 90.82 33.5 
[25] 95 18.3 

 

 

6. DISCUSSION 

Our work seeks to quantify environmental exposure using smartphones, and we consider both accuracy and energy 

efficiency as relevant criteria in our assessment. We have presented three models which progressively consume less 

energy, and we evaluate them against a range of subsampling strategies. Overall, we measure the accuracy of our 



  

 
models by considering their prediction accuracy (p). Prediction accuracy is a measure often reported in prior work, 

and thus makes comparison to previous work possible. However, for health sciences it is also appropriate to provide a 

measure of confidence intervals, and we estimate those using a binomial experiment test. In addition, we provide a 

measure of transition accuracy (v), which is relevant when quantifying the number of times that in individual was 

indoors or outdoors. Such a measure is relevant in behavioural studies and studies that are interested in detecting 

instances of exposure. 

 Towards smartphone-based environmental exposure assessment 6.1

Feasible and accurate environmental exposure detection has been an important challenge within the scientific 

community, as denoted by the large quantity of work in this area [21,28,32,34,49]. However, a suitable and reliable 

method has been elusive. The majority of current approaches rely on unrealistic set of conditions that are normally too 

cumbersome and do not scale well. For instance, it quickly becomes unfeasible beyond small controlled probes to 

require instrumentation of the environment through the installation of beacons/tags or an a priori mapping of the 

environment are required.  

Since smartphones are carried by users daily [13] and are fitted with a several different sensors, smartphones are 

ideal for feasible and accurate environmental exposure detection. Due to their ubiquity, a practical method that 

leverages smartphones can provide crucial methodological advances to scientists who seek to quantify environmental 

exposure through an affordable, easy to automate and longitudinal monitoring technique. Other examples of 

stakeholders that could benefit greatly from smartphone Indoor/Outdoor detection are cellular service providers and 

those studying human mobility patterns [21]. 

In addition, users can benefit from collecting indoor/outdoor data on their smartphones since they can enhance 

their spatial context towards more location-based services, such as better reminders, and personal assistance 

applications. However, for the model to be valuable to users, it is likely to require some initial training since activity 

recognition is well aligned with the behavioural patterns of certain human entities. This is the reason why Model 3 

does not scale well with data from a different spatial context, like the extreme cases and the different country datasets. 

To overcome these weaknesses, one must train the model according to each user’s behaviour, which tends to be 

routine and likely predictable. A smartphone can use notifications to collect ground-truth during training of the 

system, perhaps as a go-to action when the phone is unlocked [44]. 

 Energy-efficient inference on smartphones 6.2

While smartphones have several advantages in an Indoor/Outdoor detection scenario, it is important to consider the 

challenge of energy-efficiency. For instance, previous work has tried to improve activity recognition models to reduce 

energy consumption while still maintaining acceptable prediction accuracy [8,38]. Here, we approach indoor/outdoor 

detection of a mobile user as a classification problem and explicitly attempt to balance the trade-off between power 

consumption and prediction accuracy for quantifying environmental exposure.  

Our work seeks to quantify environmental exposure using smartphones, and we consider both prediction accuracy 

and energy efficiency as relevant criteria in our assessment. We have quantified the relationship between prediction 

accuracy and power consumption with off-the-shelf smartphones without the need to use specific lightweight 

smartphone sensors as has been proposed in previous work [51].  

At the same time, reliable indoor/outdoor information can also be highly useful for the energy-efficiency of other 

devices. For example, cameras whose energy consumption and processing time depend on the ambient environment 

can achieve better efficiency and performance with primitive indoor/outdoor information [21]. 

When considering a traditional machine learning approach, like the case of Models 1 and 2, the main interest is in 

defining, via feature selection, the best subset of features which produce the highest prediction accuracy. However, 

little research has considered energy efficiency in the context of optimising machine learning models. In order to 

achieve lower energy consumption and high prediction accuracy, we extended the techniques of machine learning 

approaches by introducing a heuristic that was based on the observation of the energy consumption of certain 

smartphone sensors. This lead to the formulation of Model 3, which traditional machine learning approaches could 

not infer for our domain-specific problem. The heuristics of this approach are based on the fact that we treat machine 

learning features as smartphone sensors which can be dynamically switched on/off to enrich the sensed context. We 

feel that the energy optimisation of classifiers on mobile handsets is a promising direction for further systematic 

investigation. 



   

 

 Limitations 6.3

The proposed energy efficient model is stateful, meaning that it is trained on a certain dataset and does not adapt to 

new unseen indoor/outdoor patterns instantly. This limitation explains the low prediction accuracy observed with the 

extreme cases. Specifically, if the model was stateless and was incrementally adaptive to new unseen indoor/outdoor 

patterns, its behaviour at the extreme cases crash test would be improved over time. In addition, the model needs 

maintenance, by periodically incorporating new unseen indoor/outdoor patterns, which is computationally inefficient 

given the resource restrictions on smartphones. Both these limitations can be addressed by server offloading. 

7. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we approach indoor/outdoor detection of a mobile user as a binary classification problem. To classify 

the environmental context of the user, we build a model which accepts as input multiple contextual features and 

outputs a class attribute, which is the Indoor/Outdoor feature. We build three Models of varying prediction accuracy 

and energy consumption on smartphones. We evaluate their prediction accuracy, transition accuracy and power 

efficiency by using real traces and also by applying subsampling. We identified a relation between prediction 

accuracy and power consumption, and using this trade-off we evaluated our models in relation to other models 

reported the literature. Our work balances the trade-off between power consumption and accuracy for quantifying 

environmental exposure. Ultimately a power-efficient and accurate model can be used in a range of human sciences 

studies, and provide significant methodological advances to the study of environmental exposure.  
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